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Abstract— It is difficult to effectively rectify or convert low
power in the circuit stage of harvesters. The high-gain antenna
can offer a higher level of power and is beneficial to RF power
harvesting in a low power density environment. To extend the nar-
row beam of the conventional high-gain rectenna, the multiport
and multibeam antenna is promising. To pursue a simple con-
figuration and avoid extra beamforming networks, a traveling-
wave grid-array antenna (GAA) with two isolated ports and two
symmetrically tilted beams is proposed. A prototype is designed
and fabricated after a detailed analysis of the GAA with tilted
beams and the coplanar stripline-based rectifier. The measured
results show that the proposed rectenna is sensitive and effective
in a wide-angle range. The harvesting angle range is extended by
combining two tilted beams and can be greater than 70◦, where
the level of dc power exceeds 100 µW when the power density

is as low as 1 µW/cm2. A maximum dc output of 3.6–203.8 µW
and a maximum RF-to-dc conversion efficiency of 16.3%–45.3%
are available at 2.45 GHz, under the condition that the power

density ranges from 0.052 to 1 µW/cm2.

Index Terms— Energy harvesting, grid-array antenna (GAA),
high gain, multibeam, rectifying antenna, wireless power
transfer (WPT).

I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH the emergence of the smart environment concept,

the management of homes, factories, and cities could

be more intelligent. As the basic element of intelligence,

the sensors will be extensively installed to form a network,

for detecting changes of environment, including temperature,

moisture, vibration, and pressure. Benefited from increasingly

lower levels of power consumption, one battery could power

a sensor node for several years; however, the maintenance

of such amount of sensor nodes will be labor intensive and

time-consuming when batteries run out or unexpectedly fail

to supply power. It could be solved by the technique of RF
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energy harvesting, which can be complementary to the battery

in a reliable system, and even alternative in some low-power

scenarios [1]–[5]. Different from other ambient energy sources

such as light and wind, the indoor and outdoor RF energies

are emitted from widespread RF transmitters such as Wi-Fi

routers and base stations in an urban area and can be continu-

ously detected. In addition, RF energy harvesting employs the

rectenna, which consists of an antenna and a rectifying circuit,

and then is more compatible with the wireless communication

system. The RF power harvester research has shown that

harvesting and communication can share a set of antennas

[1]–[3], [5], [6]. However, RF energy harvesting is not easy to

implement effectively. In fact, the power density of ambient

RF energy is very low [7]–[10], and probably leads to a low

level of collected RF power. Limited by the rectifying devices

including frequently used Schottky diodes, transistors, and

CMOS schemes, low input RF power will cause a poor RF-

to-dc conversion efficiency, which becomes the major obstacle

to the RF energy harvesting [11], [12].

In recent years, research studies pursuing high efficiencies

have been conducted from different perspectives.

The spindiode and the backward tunnel diode were explored

to break through the limitation of rectifying devices in the

low power regime [11], [12]. The optimal impedances of the

diode and dc load were analyzed under a range of low power

density [13]. Signal waveforms were studied and optimized to

enhance the rectifying efficiency in [14] and [15]. Harmonics

were terminated and recycled in class-C, class-F, and inverse

class-F rectifiers [16]–[18]. The dc–dc converters such as

boost and buck-boost converters were designed for emulating

optimal resistive loads to maximize the efficiency [19]–[22],

and a startup circuit with a charge pump was implemented for

dc–dc stage in a low-voltage and low-power regime in [20].

Resistance compression networks were adopted in rectifier

designs to reduce the sensitivity to the variations of the load

and input power [23]–[26]. Rectifier topologies of Greinachar

and stacked voltage doublers were introduced into broad-

band [8], [24] and multiband [10], [27], [28] applications.

By combining different rectifiers [29], integrating rectifying

devices with switches [30]–[32], or using hybrid couplers [33],

a high efficiency can be maintained in a wider range of

power. Eliminating the matching circuit between the rectifying

circuit and the antenna was recommended to avoid additional

losses [34], [35].
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Fig. 1. Three design schemes of harvesting wireless RF power. (a) Narrow
beam and high gain. (b) Wide beam and low gain. (c) Multiport and
multibeam.

According to these studies, it can be found that converting

and exploiting low RF power is still difficult for circuits.

To confirm a higher level of harvested power, other ambient

sources such as solar power [6], [36] and mechanical vibra-

tion [37], [38] were introduced into rectennas. Hybrid power

harvesting feeds more power into a rectifier and can enhance

power conversion efficiency [37], [38]. Without other ambient

power, the rectenna efficiency could be less than satisfactory if

the antenna fails to receive sufficient power under a low power

density. Facing the restriction, it is an essential way of enabling

the antenna to gather enough RF power into the circuit.

High-gain antennas, such as frequently used Yagi–Uda

antennas [7], [39], [40] and patch antenna arrays [41]–[45] in

rectenna designs can directly satisfy the requirement. Accumu-

lating RF power in frequency domain has been widely reported

[5], [7]–[10], [24], [27], [28], [35], [36], [40]. Multiple discrete

antennas working at different frequencies were situated in one

harvester [9]. Various broadband [5], [8], [24], [35], dual-band

[7], [36], [40], and multiband [10], [27], [28] rectenna designs

were proposed. The antenna polarization was also considered.

Antennas with circular [6], [24], [43], [44], dual-linear [8],

dual-circular [27], and all polarizations [46], [47] were used

to reduce the loss caused by polarization mismatch.

Nevertheless, there are only several pieces of literature

committing to effectively exploiting the incident RF waves

from different directions. Adopting wide-beam antennas is a

common way [4], [5], [8], [10], [27], [28], [35], [36], but

inevitably leads to a low gain and a low level of sensitivity to

the low power density. An array of the patch antenna with an

enhanced beamwidth and compromised gain is presented [45].

With one antenna port, the gain and the beamwidth always

conflict, which means one antenna port cannot receive the

potentially high power at different angles. Multiple ports could

exploit the potential of the antenna aperture since each port

can be assigned to excite one beam that focuses on one

direction. If the ports are well isolated, this type of antenna

could be equivalent to multiple antennas of different high-gain

beams. Thus, the multiport and multibeam antenna could be

a promising solution. As illustrated in Fig. 1, it can realize

wide-angle coverage by combining multiple narrow beams,

of which one is separately excited by a port, and then owns

two merits of the wide-beam and the high-gain antennas.

In this design scheme, dc combining is necessary to maintain

multiple beams and form a wide synthesized beam. In more

detail, it means that RF power from every port should be

individually converted by one of multiple rectifying branches

and the rectified power be then combined.

Lately, a limited amount of the related research was pre-

sented [48]–[50]. In the rectenna design based on a 3-D-

printed cuboid structure, two discrete patch antennas were

adopted to harvest power from different directions [48]. This

kind of conformal or nonplanar array can easily produce mul-

tiple beams and realize wide-angle coverage since it directly

distributes the available antenna aperture to different directions

of interest. The planar array concentrates more aperture to

one direction. With the same geometric area, the planar array

could have a larger gain and, hence, be more effective in the

broadside direction. To enable the planar antenna array to col-

lect power in a wide angle range, the beamforming technique

was performed with two approaches, which were, respectively,

based on Butler matrix and two hybrid couplers, and conse-

quently, the gain and beamwidth were balanced [49], [50].

However, the extra beamforming network inevitably causes

additional loss. If it can be integrated in the antenna or the

antenna itself can produce multiple beams, the rectenna could

be more compact and with less power loss.

In this paper, a grid-array antenna (GAA) without any extra

beamforming networks is proposed to realize the purpose.

Benefited from the capability of tilting the beam angle, two

isolated ports at two opposite edges of GAA can excite two

beams. It is also capable of being high gain. Furthermore,

its simple structure is easy to fabricate and implement, and

hence, extensively studied in millimeter-wave applications

[52]–[56]. To easily integrate and to avoid more RF loss,

coplanar striplines (CPS) are initially adopted to feed the

GAA in this paper. A two-branch rectifier circuit with an RF

balanced characteristic is introduced to combine the rectified

dc power. Then, the proposed rectenna achieves a wider angle

range for harvesting RF energy when compared to the grid-

array rectenna used parasitic strips [51]. If the asymmetric

rectifier circuit in the work [51] was replaced by this balanced

one, there would be an improvement in the efficiency and

stability. At 2.45 GHz, the measurement of the corresponding

prototype demonstrates that the level of dc power can be more

than 100 µW within an incident angle range of 59◦, and the

maximum efficiency is more than 45% under a power density

of 1 µW/cm2. In addition, the beamwidth of the rectenna is

enhanced in a range from 2.37 to 2.45 GHz.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II analyzes the

two-port GAA from aspects of the isolation, beam angle,

and gain, and presents the design procedure to excite two

independent high-gain tilted beams. Section III presents a

compatible and CPS-based two-branch rectifier, which real-

izes effective rectification and dc power combining by using

an RF balanced configuration and optimizing the matching

impedance in an angle range. In Section IV, the validity of the

design is proven by the measured results. In the final section,

Section V, a conclusion will be made.

II. INVESTIGATION ON GAA

The GAA is composed of grid meshes and a conducting

plane, as shown in Fig. 2. Because of its simple structure,
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Fig. 2. Structure of the two-port GAA fed by CPS: (a) top view and (b) side
view. It is the antenna part of the rectenna. Two substrates are with the same
thickness of 1 mm, and the width of the grid lines w is 3 mm. θ , the polar
angle of the spherical coordinate, indicates the incident direction of RF power.
θ is positive in the right quadrants and negative in the left quadrants.

three key parameters are concerned in the design procedure:

a height of grid meshes above the conducting plane (hs + h),

and two lengths of long (l) and short sides (s) of grid meshes.

For the convenience of fabrication, GAA is designed on low-

cost FR4 substrates with a relative dielectric constant of 4.4.

To achieve better integration with the rectifier and reduce

RF loss in matching network, CPS-based feeding is adopted,

instead of coaxial feeding commonly employed in previous

designs.

There are two types of GAA. One is designed to merely

radiate broadside and the other one is with a steerable beam

that scans with frequency (frequency-scanning beam). The

former type owns a short side of λ/2 and a long side of λ

for each grid mesh (λ is the wavelength). Because of the

lengths, currents on the short sides would be in phase and

radiate while currents on each long side would be out of

phase and not radiate. Thus the antenna polarization follows

the direction of short sides (y-direction). Though the mesh

size of the latter type could change, it can be derived from the

former type, and the main polarization remains y-direction.

The former type that usually has a low profile was preferred

in the recent research of millimeter-wave communication and

radar applications [52]–[55]. In contrast, few studies in these

years exploited the capability of steering or tilting the beam,

with which GAA was initially proposed [57], [58]. The capa-

bility could make wireless power transfer (WPT) or harvest

more stable since it makes the rectenna more adaptive to

incident RF power from different directions. In the WPT

system [56], though broadside GAA designs were considered

and employed, a beam-steerable GAA was adopted as a trans-

mitting antenna. However, the beam was steered by changing

the polarities of GAA ports, not by utilizing the intrinsic

capability of tilting the beam angle.

Besides the capability of tilting the beam angle,

the traveling-wave characteristic of GAA merits considerable

attention in this paper. By taking advantage of it and feeding

GAA at two opposite ends along the traveling direction, two

independent, high-gain, and symmetrically tilted beams are

presented. Then, effectively harvesting RF energy in a wide

angle range is realized.

To this end, three key parameters of GAA should be

optimized in three aspects: the isolation, tilted angle, and

gain. Good isolation between two ports guarantees that RF

power could be collected independently by two tilted beams;

an appropriate tilted beam angle could afford a wider range

of the harvesting angle; a high gain ensures a high harvesting

efficiency under a low power density.

These three parameters, the height and lengths of two mesh

sides, will be systematically analyzed as follows. In the analy-

sis, only port 1 is excited. Then, ports 1 and 2 are, respectively,

excited to present the potential beamwidth improvement in the

design example.

A. Height Above Conducting Plane

The analysis of the GAA height was made with regard to

the gain, bandwidth, beamwidth, and resonant frequency [52].

Note that it is for the resonant and broadside case, where the

ratio of long to short sides of meshes is always 2:1. In this

section, the height is analyzed for a different case, where the

GAA is dedicated to radiating with tilted beams.

A GAA can radiate backward and forward as the frequency

increases. When a tilted beam is desired at a given frequency,

the angle is preferred to be backward. In this case, the ratio

of long to short lengths of grid meshes can be larger, so that

the area occupied by GAA can be less. Hence, this type of

GAA is considered for energy harvesting in this paper. In the

design of the backward angle-fire GAA [57], it is mentioned

that the ratio of its long to short sides can vary from 2:1 to

3:1. To demonstrate the role of the height of GAA, the long

and short sides of GAA are with lengths of 127.2 and 42.4

mm (the ratio is 3:1).

An excessively small height could deteriorate radiation

efficiency since the radiation elements, short sides of meshes,

are parallel to the conducting plane. The height of broadside

GAA designs are from λ0/33 to λ0/10 with substrates of

εr = 3–7.3 [52]–[56]. With substrates of εr = 1, the heights

of frequency-scanning [59] and backward angle-fire [57] GAA

are around λ0/20 and λ0/10. The height could also be λ0/4 as

mentioned in [58]. As for the GAA in this paper, the major

filling between the grid meshes and the conducting plane is

air. Thus, heights of λ0/20, λ0/10, and λ0/4 are selected as

representative values to be investigated.

The height has a small impact on the gain and beamwidth.

It is found that the height is the main factor that affects

the isolation between two ports. As illustrated in Fig. 3,

the isolation becomes worse when the height is smaller. This

is because the grid meshes getting closer to the conducting

plane, the short sides behave more like transmission lines but
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Fig. 3. Simulated coupling, maximum y-polarized gain of yoz plane, beam
angle, and the beamwidth for different heights. The gain, beam angle, and
beamwidth are obtained by only exciting port 1. The curve of coupling is the
upper bound, since it is obtained on the condition that two ports are matched
at every simulated frequency. Points A–F are marked on the beamwidth curve
of λ/10 to illuminate the effective frequency region of backward radiation.

less as radiating elements, and the RF power attenuates more

slowly. On the other hand, from the results of the gain and

beam angle, it can be deduced that a small height, though

permits a low profile, restricts the beam angle of the high

gain to the broadside and then leads to a low efficiency in

harvesting incident RF power coming from other directions.

B. Long and Short Lengths of Grid Meshes

Lengths of sides of grid meshes account for the operating

frequency and tilted angles. The GAA for energy harvesting is

expected to radiate with backward beams. Thus, the effective

frequency region of backward radiation where the GAA owns

backward beam angles and high gains is first defined in

this section. In Fig. 3, with respect to the case of λ0/10,

the backward angle-fire region is between point A and F.

In the region between point B and D, the beam angle and

beamwidth are stably declining, the gain is relatively high

and the peak gain occurs at point C. From point B to A,

the beamwidth abruptly rises, the beam angle approaches 0◦

and the gain decreases. It is due to the resonance phenomenon

as demonstrated by the current distribution shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Surface current distribution of (a) point A and (b) point B in Fig. 3
when only port 1 is excited. The current of point B is distributed on all
of grid meshes and attenuates along the traveling direction. On the contrary,
the current distribution of point A is confined to the left part, where the current
appears not to attenuate due to the resonance.

Fig. 5. Antenna patterns in yoz plane of points A–F marked in Fig. 3 when
only port 1 is excited. A and F are outside the effective region of backward
radiation, and C has the peak gain. The gradient of the beamwidth varies at
B, D, and E.

The gradient of the beamwidth curve varies at points D and E,

which indicates the being of the first and second obvious side

lobes, respectively. From point E, the gain rapidly deteriorates

and the magnitude of the two side lobes becomes closer

to that of the main lobe. The beam is abruptly enlarged at

point F. The corresponding patterns are depicted in Fig. 5.

Therefore, the effective region of backward radiation is defined

as between the points B and E.

It is known that long and short lengths have a marked impact

on the beam angle. The relationship can be explained by using

the following equation [58]:

sin θ =
l/s

px

+
1

py

−
λ

s
(1)

where θ is the beam angle as shown in Fig. 2, and px and py

are the relative phase velocities along long and short sides.
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Fig. 6. Simulated upper bound of coupling, maximum y-polarized gain of
yoz plane, beam angle, and beamwidth for different ratios of long to short
sides. The gain, beam angle, and beamwidth are obtained by only exciting
port 1. The vertical dashed line marks the frequency that has peak antenna
gains of different ratios.

The beam angle varies with two factors, l/s and s/λ. One

is the ratio of long to short sides and the other one reflects

the influence of the frequency. However, very few studies

elaborate on how to make GAA operate with a desired tilted

beam angle in the effective region of backward radiation,

especially with respect to the application of GAA in this paper.

To clearly illustrate that, several cases adopted the same height

(λ0/10) and the same sum of lengths of long and short sides

(or the same perimeter of grid meshes) but different ratios of

long to short sides are presented with simulated results of the

antenna gain, tilted angle, and beamwidth, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 clearly indicates that the same perimeter results in the

occurrence of the peak gain at the same frequency that is close

to the upper limit of the effective region of backward radiation;

different ratios make the bandwidth of the effective region

of backward radiation, beamwidth, and beam angle different.

A large ratio brings a large tilted beam angle and a little

decrease of the antenna gain since the antenna aperture shrinks.

However, when the perimeter is kept unchanged, a limit of

the beam angle exists. Assuming that the perimeter, or l + s,

is constant in (1), a large value of l leads to a small value

of s, and the contribution of the ratio (l/s) increase could be

Fig. 7. Simulated upper bound of coupling, maximum y-polarized gain of
yoz plane, beam angle, and beamwidth for the adopted GAA. Only port 1 is
excited.

canceled by the term of λ/s. In Fig. 6, a threshold for the

beam angle appears when the ratio is about 5:1. From this

threshold value, the beam angle will not obviously increase.

In addition, the effective region of backward radiation also

obviously decreases and the gain deteriorates.

It is noteworthy that the effective region of backward radi-

ation could fail to effectively harvest RF power if the antenna

ports have strong coupling. The coupling could decrease the

received power and deteriorate the rectenna performance.

Thus, the operating region for harvesting applications should

be in the effective region of backward radiation and with weak

coupling or good isolation between antenna ports.

C. Adopted Design

According to the investigation mentioned-above, the design

procedure can be carried out in this way.

1) Choose a minimum value of the height to meet the

isolation requirement (�10 dB).

2) Choose a proper perimeter of grid meshes, to ensure that

the backward angle-fire GAA is with a peak gain at an

expected frequency.

3) Elevate the ratio of lengths if the tilted angle is not large

enough; reduce it otherwise.

4) If the beam angle of the peak gain cannot be further

backward by increasing the ratio, and a lower frequency

in the operating region can meet the demands on the

beam angle and the gain, reduce the perimeter of grid

meshes to shift the operating region.

5) If the performance of the operating region is not ade-

quate, try to elevate the height.

In the design example, the adopted height is 15 mm,

which is λ/8.16 larger than λ/10; hence, it can provide better

isolation, as shown in Fig. 7. The width of grid lines is

3 mm, and the long and short lengths of grid meshes are

137 and 32.6 mm. A comparison of GAA configurations is

presented in Table I. It can be found that a ratio of 4.2:1,

which is higher than those adopted in previous GAA designs,

is selected to serve the RF energy harvesting, and results in a

smaller occupied area. In consequence, the peak y-polarized

gain occurs at 2.45 GHz, where the beam excited by port 1 or
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TABLE I

COMPARISON WITH COMMON GRID-ARRAY CONFIGURATIONS

Fig. 8. Illustration of two overlapped beams of the adopted GAA at 2.45 GHz.
The two beams are excited by ports 1 and 2, respectively.

2 is with an angle of ±13◦. Assuming the power density is

1 µW/cm2, the RF power received by GAA can be calculated

by

Pr = D ·
Grλ

2

4π
(2)

where D is the power density, Gr is the gain of the receiving

antenna, and λ is the wavelength.

Thus, a 6.5- and 10-dBi gain can afford −12.7- and

−9.2-dBm RF power at 2.45 GHz, with which the efficiency

of rectification could approach 30% and 40%, respectively,

according to the state of the art [11]. Two beams excited

by two ports are symmetrically tilted in yoz plane and

can largely enhance the high-gain beamwidth, as illustrated

in Fig. 8. To demonstrate the performance of the two-beam

GAA, the synthesized patterns are depicted in Fig. 9. Since

the rectenna design combines rectified dc power instead of RF

power, the synthesized patterns of the antenna are obtained

by adding up the magnitudes of two beams excited by two

ports, respectively, without regard to the relative phase of

two beams. It can be seen that the pattern begins to merge

at higher frequencies while split at lower frequencies, and a

wide beamwidth can be maintained in a frequency band. The

2.45-GHz synthesized pattern is wide beam and also high gain.

At 2.45 GHz, the maximum gain of one individual beam is up

to 15.5 dBi and the synthesized beamwidths of 10- and 6.5-dBi

gains are extended to 74◦ and 90◦, respectively, which permits

high sensitivity to low power density in a wide-angle range.

Meanwhile, the simulated isolation of 2.45 GHz is more than

12.4 dB. Since the terminal impedances of the two-port GAA

(input impedances of the rectifier) vary with the input power,

Fig. 9. Simulated radiation patterns of the adopted GAA design in yoz

plane, including synthesized beams that are sum of gain magnitudes, and a
2.45-GHz beam of port 1.

and two beams are symmetric and overlapped around 0◦, two

ports could be simultaneously well matched only at angles

around 0◦. At these angles, the coupling would approach the

simulated maximum, as presented in Fig. 7, results in the worst

isolation level. However, the overlapped range is small and the

isolation could be better elsewhere.

The isolation also makes it simple to simulate and optimize

the rectifying circuit since two branches of rectifier can be

approximately simulated with no coupling.

III. RECTIFYING CIRCUIT AND MATCHING APPROACH

Two differently tilted beams excited by two ports are

utilized to broaden the angle coverage of receiving RF power.

Thus, the RF power received by two ports needs to be

converted, respectively, to dc power. Then, the dc power is

combined and fed into a load. With the demand, a rectifier

with two rectifying branches is considered.

To obtain a stable design, the RF part of the rectenna,

including the rectifying circuits and GAA, is designed on

one plane, and pins are used for dc connection, and dc lines

are separated by a conducting plane, as shown in Fig. 10.

It ensures the antenna performance free from the interference

of dc lines.

A. Topology of Rectifying Circuit

Rectified dc power usually needs to be further processed

by a power management module (PMM), which includes a

dc–dc converter to elevate the low voltage to a usable level.

Each branch could be followed by one PMM so that rectified

dc power can be first processed by PMM and then combined.

To reduce the cost and the design complexity, two branches

are expected to share one PMM in this paper. In this way,

the rectified dc power is first combined and then delivered

to a PMM, which is represented by a resistive load in the

following analysis.

Configurations of the latter method prefer a voltage doubler

that is composed of a series and a shunt diodes in each branch

of the rectifier [8], [10], [24], [27], [28]. However, it could not

be a good choice for a system of the balanced transmission

line like CPS in this paper. To demonstrate it, four rectifier

configurations A, B, C, and D, respectively, using one shunt

diode, one series diode, two series diodes, and a voltage
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Fig. 10. Detailed structure of the rectenna. (a) Isometric view. (b) Side
view. (c) Matching and rectifying circuit. In (a), four dc pads are designed
for testing every branch individually, evaluating the combining effect, and also
conveniently debugging each rectifying branch. In (c), wm1 = 1 mm, wm2 =

0.8 mm, wm3 = 1.2 mm, wm4 = 1.2 mm, wm5 = 5.2 mm, lm1 = 5.1 mm,
lm2 = 2 mm, lm3 = 3.1 mm, lm4 = 1 mm, wr1 = 2.1 mm, wr2 = 1 mm,
and lr1 = 19.6 mm.

doubler in each rectifying branch as shown in Fig. 11, are

compared. The four configurations are all based on CPS and

twin-wire dc lines of the same length. Since the symmetry

of the antenna and its two tilted beams, two branches of one

rectifier configuration and their source impedances (Zs) are the

same. In one branch of the rectifier circuit, one or two Schottky

diodes SMS7630 are used for converting RF to dc power, two

series capacitors for blocking the generated dc component, and

one shunt capacitor for blocking RF components. To form a

close dc path in simulation, an ideal RF block, or named ideal

dc feed, is used in configuration B and C. To approach their

highest efficiencies, the dc loads of four configurations are

different because of the different numbers of diodes. RL 1 is

3000 �, for configuration A and B, while RL 2 is 6000 �, for

configuration C and D.

The simulated results of RF-to-dc conversion efficiency are

depicted in Fig. 12. Since main lobes of two antenna beams

are overlapped with high gains around 0◦, and not overlapped

elsewhere, the levels of input RF power of two rectifying

branches could be equal or very different. To evaluate these

configurations, the input RF power of one rectifying branch

Pin1 is assigned to be −10 dBm, and Pin2 for the other branch

varies from −30 to 10 dBm in the simulation. The point where

Pin2 is −10 dBm represents the overlapped situation, and the

regime where Pin2 is far less than −10 dBm represents the

other situation. To fairly compare these four configurations,

they are, respectively, matched at the point where Pin2 is equal

to −10 dBm.

Whatever the number of diodes is, the balanced config-

urations, A and C, always provide obvious superiority over

unbalanced ones, B and D. The sharp efficiency decrease in B

and D is due to the common mode inspired by the asymmetric

rectifying circuits. In the balanced transmission lines, the RF

power of the common mode that cannot be blocked by the

bypass capacitor probably radiates and leaks to the dc lines and

the load. Consequently, it could make the dc output unstable

when dealing with dc power and lead to the efficiency loss.

To avoid the loss caused by the common mode and improve

the efficiencies of B and D, the balanced CPS can be replaced

by unbalanced transmission lines (like microstrip lines) for

rectifying circuits. It usually needs a balun as a transition.

Though this improvement could make the efficiencies of B and

D close to A and C, the transition will lead to an additional

loss and design complexity. Thus, the symmetric rectifying

circuits in A and C are better for the balanced transmission

lines. When comparing configurations A and C, fewer diodes

also bring less loss.

To pursue a high efficiency, configuration A is adopted.

B. Optimization of Matching Impedance

The impedance of the rectifying circuit varies with the input

RF power. Since the amount of received RF power changes

with the beam angle of the antenna, impedance matching

should be optimized in an angle range for this design, rather

than at one angle.

Assuming that the power density is 1 µW/cm2, the received

RF power separately fed into two branches of the rectifier is

calculated from the antenna gains by using (2). By putting

the evaluated value of RF power into Pin1 and Pin2 in the

simulation of configuration A, and sweeping the imaginary

and real parts of the source impedance Zs , simulated contours

of constant values of Pt,dc are presented in Fig. 13, where the

Pt,dc is the sum of output dc power of both two branches at

every degree in the concerned angle range (−100◦–100◦), and

can be expressed as

Pt,dc =

100∑

i=−100

Pi,dc (3)

Pi,dc = V 2
i,dc/RL1 (4)
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Fig. 11. Configurations of four rectifiers A–D and all based on the same structure in Fig. 10. A is adopted.

Fig. 12. Simulated RF-to-dc conversion efficiencies of configurations
in Fig. 8. The efficiencies include return loss. Pin1 is always −10 dBm.
Four configurations, respectively, matched at the point where Pin2 is equal to
−10 dBm.

where Pt,dc indicates the overall performance of the rectenna,

i indicates the degree of the beam angle, Vi,dc is the dc

voltage on the load, Pi,dc is the dc power, and RL 1 is the

load resistance.

It reveals the optimum range of the matching impedance

for each rectifying branch. Based on the simulation results,

a compact matching circuit, composed of a short stub and

a piece of a stepped-impedance line, is proposed between

GAA and the rectifying circuit as shown in Fig. 10. With

the matching circuit, the input impedance of the antenna,

simulated at 2.45 GHz, is marked as Zant in Fig. 13.

After Zant is assigned to Zs , rectifier parameters, including

return loss, combined output dc power, and RF-to-dc conver-

sion efficiency with respect to the beam angle, are simulated to

interpret the validity of the matching impedance optimization.

When comparing Figs. 14 and 9, it can be found that

each rectifying branch is well matched (reflection coefficient

� −10 dB) when the antenna gain is more than 6 dBi

(equally −13.2 dBm at 1 µW/cm2) for an individual beam.

It can be found that two branches are well matched to their

corresponding antenna ports in the angle range of its own

main lobe. In a part of each other’s main lobe, two branches

are mismatched. Since the corresponding gain and received

power are small, the power loss can be neglected, and the

isolation between two branches can be better. The −10-dB

width is 44◦ for each beam and totally 86◦ for the synthesized

beam. As a consequence, a wide-angle range of the beam

Fig. 13. Contour lines of normalized sum of rectified power of every
angle (Pt,dc), which varies with the real and imaginary parts of the source
impedance Zs of the adopted rectifier (configuration A). One decrement
is 0.05 dB. The inner point is 0 dB. The impedance of the marked point
equals Zant .

Fig. 14. Reflection coefficients of the adopted rectifier when adopting the
impedance Zant as the source impedance Zs at 2.45 GHz. The magnitudes
|S11| and |S22| reflect the matching condition or the return loss of two
rectifying branches, respectively, connected to ports 1 and 2.

can be utilized. The results shown in Fig. 15 illustrate that

relatively flat curves of both the dc output and the overall

efficiency are achieved in a wide-angle range at 2.45 GHz.

The maximum dc power is −6.6 dBm and the corresponding

RF-to-dc conversion efficiency is 48%, which is calculated by

ηi =
Pi,dc

D(Gi,r1 + Gi,r2)λ2/(4π)
(5)
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Fig. 15. Simulated output dc power and RF-to-dc conversion efficiencies of
the adopted rectifier at 2.45 GHz.

Fig. 16. Fabricated rectenna. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom view.

where i indicates the degree of the beam angle, Pi,dc is the dc

power on the resistive load, and Gi,r 1 and Gi,r 2 are the gains

of two beams.

IV. MEASUREMENTS OF GRID-ARRAY RECTENNA

On the basis of detailed investigations presented in

Sections II and III, a prototype shown in Fig. 10 is fabricated

and measured as shown in Figs. 16 and 17. A linearly polarized

antenna is used to transmit the RF power, and the rectenna

under test rotates in its yoz plane. The measured results of

the dc output are directly presented with the θ polarization,

of which the antenna pattern is close to the y-polarized

pattern since the z-polarized contribution is relatively weak

as illustrated in Fig. 15.

A. Effect of Combining dc Power

To verify the effect of combining dc power, the dc voltages

produced by one branch and combined from two branches are

tested, respectively.

For this purpose, four dc pads are designed. When mea-

suring the performance of the combined output, two pads in

different branches are connected with a resistor while the other

two pads are shorted as shown in Fig. 18(a). In the other case,

every branch is measured on the condition that every two pads

of one branch are connected with a resistor, as shown by the

diagram in Fig. 18(b).

Fig. 17. Photograph of the measurement setup. The rotary table and the
multimeter were controlled by a computer. The power density was confirmed
by a linearly polarized antenna, of which the gain is 4.8 dBi at 2.45 GHz.

Fig. 18. Connection diagrams of two measured cases. (a) Combining dc
output from two branches. (b) Leaving outputs of two branches separate. The
resistance of all resistors is RL 1 (3 k�).

Fig. 19. Performance of combining dc power from two branches at 2.45 GHz.

Fig. 19 presents the measured output dc voltages. It validates

that the adopted rectifier can effectively combine dc power.

The angle range of 0.5-V dc output (83.3 µW) is doubled,

and the combined result almost covers both results of Vdc1

and Vdc2, so that an extended angle range of harvesting is

permitted.

B. Overall Performance at Frequencies

The rectenna is measured with a power density of

1 µW/cm2 in a frequency band from 2.39 to 2.47 GHz. The

corresponding results are shown in Fig. 20. The measured

result of 2.45 GHz is close to the simulation. A small decrease

in the level of the dc output power in the whole angle range

is probably due to a slight mismatch.

The results show a high performance between 2.39 and

2.45 GHz. In the measurement of 2.45 GHz, the maximum

dc output power is more than 200 µW and the maximum

RF-to-dc efficiency is calculated to be 45.3%. And the angle

range can reach 96◦ if the dc power is desired to be more
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TABLE II

PARAMETERS OF HIGH-GAIN RECTENNAS FOR LOW POWER DENSITIES AT FREQUENCIES AROUND 2.45 GHz

Fig. 20. Measured patterns of the rectenna from 2.37 to 2.47 GHz. The
marked point is of the maximum efficiency.

Fig. 21. Measured levels of the output dc power of 2.45 GHz at −3-, −10-,
and −12.8-dB lower densities (0.5, 0.1, and 0.052 µW/cm2).

than 10 µW. If elevating the threshold to 100 µW, it can reach

59◦. Larger beam angles of lower frequencies result in wider

beamwidths. The angle range of more than 100 µW is up to

74◦ at 2.41 GHz. The beam of the rectenna merges at higher

frequencies from 2.47 GHz. The prototype keeps a wide range

of relatively high dc output in a narrowband and, thus, can be

applied for harvesting power in IEEE 802.11 b/g bands.

C. Measurements at Lower Power Densities

The density in the above-mentioned measurements is

1 µW/cm2. However, it could be even lower in fact. To be

closer to reality, cases with 3-, 10-, and 12.8-dB lower RF

power densities (0.5, 0.1, and 0.052 µW/cm2) were measured

at 2.45 GHz. The measured results are shown in Fig. 21.

The maximum efficiencies are 35.2%, 20.3%, and 16.3% for

cases of 0.5, 0.1, and 0.052 µW/cm2, and the maximum

levels of dc power are 77.8, 8.6, and 3.6 µW. Under such

low power densities, the rectenna still maintains a relatively

wide beamwidth. If setting the thresholds of the dc output 25,

2.5, and 1 µW for 0.5, 0.1, and 0.052 µW/cm2, respectively,

the angle range can reach 68◦. However, higher performance

is possible according to the simulation. Since the coupling is

not included in the rectifier simulation, the margin between the

measured and simulated results around 0◦ could be reduced

by further improving the isolation of two ports.

It can be concluded that the rectenna design is also effec-

tive for much lower densities. Note that the prototype was

measured with a single-frequency source. If power from a

frequency band is accumulated, it could be more capable.

In Table II, this paper is compared with rectennas designed

for low power densities around 2.45 GHz. Due to the endfire

radiation of Yagi–Uda antennas, the aperture efficiency and the

equivalent dc power density are calculated to be higher than

designs with broadside beams including this paper grid-array

rectenna. However, compared with broadside designs in [50],

this paper has higher aperture efficiency. In view of the basic

similarity in designs of [49], [50] and the positive correlation

between the equivalent dc power density and the antenna

aperture efficiency, it can be deduced from Table II that the

proposed rectenna can provide competitive performance.

V. CONCLUSION

A possibility is presented that a simple configuration of

the rectenna can achieve high sensitivity to low-density RF

energy in a wide-angle range. The designed rectenna can be

decomposed into two parts: a traveling-wave GAA affording
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both the wide synthesized beamwidth and the high gain with-

out any extra beamforming networks, and a balanced rectifier

effectively combining dc power with one shunt diode in every

branch. The simple structure permits easy implementation.

It could be an effective solution to the case that the source

location is unclear or multiple sources exist at different places.
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